It may be invisible, but the
results of ClearPlex® Windshield
Protection Film are very real.
SAVES MONEY
“We estimate that we have saved $620,000 in windscreen replacement over the past year. This does not
include additional labour to remove and replace the windscreen and out of revenue service time.”
− Geoff Bell | Reliability Officer, Metro Trains Melbourne, Australia

PROTECTION
THAT WORKS

KEEPS FLEETS ON THE ROAD
“ClearPlex…performed as advertised. There were many incidents of rocks and
road debris hitting the windshields of the cars and the ClearPlex film protected
the windshield. We encourage anyone who is considering using ClearPlex film to
protect your fleet vehicles.”
− Roger Zimmerman | Hertz Rent-A-Car, Denver International Airport

Just wanted to mention that I’ve
applied your product to my car’s
windshield. I’m very happy with the
results and the protection.
− Dave | Self-installer, Mississippi

EASY TO INSTALL
“I am now very confident in dealing with the reality that ClearPlex works and my ability to put it on 32
vehicles. They were all different cars: a Ford GT (I did twice by the way), Lexus IS250, Ford Mustang, and
an 89” x 34” windshield on a big rig, which I did outside and back rolled by myself.”
− Mike Roades | Eco-Tint, Las Vegas, Nevada

HIGH PERFORMANCE
FOR HIGH-END CARS
“I’ve used the ClearPlex ﬁlm for years on my
exotic car customers and they all love the
product and appreciate the fact that they
can keep their factory windshields looking
like new on their prized possessions.”
− Ryan Tounsley | President, Protective Film
Solutions, California & Arizona

NATURAL TIE-IN

“Every time I get the product in front of people/potential
customers and demonstrate the “glass punch test” they are
blown away. As a Distributor, this product is a no-brainer for
companies dealing in Paint Protection Film installation, Windshield
replacement, new car Dealerships and Fleet Companies.”
− Larry Neely | Operations Manager, PlexGlass Distributing
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